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Geeta Publicity India is a premier outdoor advertising agency which
efficiently handles all the aspects of outdoor advertising with an
unmatched proficiency. We have a substantial presence across all
the regions of India. In our endeavours to ...

About Us
Geeta Publicity India is a premier outdoor advertising agency which efficiently handles all the aspects
of outdoor advertising with an unmatched proficiency. We have a substantial presence across all the
regions of India. In our endeavours to make your business more visible, we leave no stone unturned
and offer you only the best possible deals. Our large array of associates adds value to our work. Our
transparency is what makes us the first choice among the advertisers. No other portal offers such
competitive pricing solutions and so easy a navigation through all revered sites of outdoor media over
the same platform in a completely hassle-free manner. We fathom the best way for your
advertisements and reserve for you the best sites to display, because it´s I and You that make Us.
Hoarding India- Your Proud Partner for Outdoor Advertising. Our Philosophy
Our approach is very plain and simple. Once a person is out in the sun, it takes no extra effort to
notice an outdoor advertisement. It´s not the usual print advertisement that you have to turn the
pages and see neither it´s the visual commercial that you can mute; it´s out there in the open for
everyone to view. We at Geeta Publicity India walk an extra mile through choosing only the revered
sites for to ensure that it becomes hard to ignore. So our prime principle is when you opt to advertise
using an outdoor media, your efforts don´t go in vain, neither are you forced to make any...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/geeta-publicidelhi/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

Kiosk Advertising

Hoardings Printing

Digital Printing

Hoarding Poster Services
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